velop if not cut close depriving golfers of desired fairways.

Summing up Grau pointed out firmness and denseness of turf is not only desired but essential to good golf shots and close cutting if not eliminating clover makes it less objectionable.

Daniel in his opening remarks on long cutting acknowledged more superintendents were cutting close than high but consideration must be given to height of cut suitable to species of grass grown, that perhaps long cut may be needed on many or fee courses for low maintenance costs and to avoid necessary expense of changing to grass suitable for short cut.

Wolfrom reiterated points made by Daniel emphasizing poorer clubs do better with turf maintenance at higher cuts, that studies by Mich. State College proved benefits obtained from high cutting and test plots at Selfridge Field proved turf easier to maintain at higher cut.

Listing eight points in favor of long cutting prepared with cooperation of two good turf men DeFrance prefaced his remarks by stating experience advocates close cutting in the New England area.

**SHAWNEE TO HOST LEFT-HANDERS**
The 13th Annual Tournament of the National Assoc. of Left-Handed Golfers will be played at the Shawnee-on-Delaware golf course, Aug. 4-7, announces Robert Romberger, their executive secy.

---

**ARE YOU HEADED FOR HEADACHES IN THE KITCHEN?**

New crew coming? New chef? New worries about member satisfaction?

If you’re facing up to meal production problems in the months ahead, get ahead of them now! If a new crew is coming in, if you’re going to have to get by with limited or inexperienced help, you can still keep control of meal production — still be sure of uniformly good meals that meet member demands, if you have the Mealmaster Recipe File and Menu Service working for you.

Developed by Mary T. Kavanaugh, noted quantity food service authority, Mealmaster is already in use in hundreds of clubs, restaurants and hotels. Food service managers say it is the sure way to put meal production on a simple, streamlined, completely controlled basis.

Get the facts about Mealmaster Recipe File and Menu Service today. It contains more than 500 production-tested recipes, plus daily menu suggestions. Order Mealmaster now for only $15, or ask for descriptive details.

**MEALMASTER RECIPE FILE AND MENU SERVICE**
P.O. Box 1406
Chicago 90, Illinois